FRENCH- POLITICAL  THOUGHT
important of all, that to Marseilles, to be finished. He would
not allow our monstrous centralization to be touched. The
owners of forests were permitted to deprive us of cheap^ fuel,
the owners of forges of cheap iron, the owners of factories of
cheap clothing."l
Not only did the governing Liberal interests steadily refuse
to consider any demands for change put forward by their
enemies on the Left, such as any extension of the suffrage, for
which, as we have seen, they entertained an utter contempt, but
they even failed to use their large majority to pass measures
that would have been to their own interest. They could have
settled, in a manner generally welcome to all save a few, the
vexed question of the control of the schools ; and such a settle-
ment would have made for the national peace they desired,
consolidated their position and generally been to their advan-
tage. But such a policy meant action and change, and the
opportunities were allowed to go by unused.2 They could have
boldly assumed the permanence of the July Monarchy and
brought about, on the basis of a general acceptance of the
system, a regrouping of political forces, the creation of a
constitutional opposition, following in this their beloved
England, and thus deprived the opposition of its revolutionary
sting; driven the extreme Right and extreme Left, shorn of
all but their most advanced elements, into political exile. But
the paralysing dread of action, the terror of disturbing the
status qu^ prevailed once more, and a further series of golden
opportunities were lost. We do not pretend to be a great
admirer of Thiers, who was in many ways an unpleasant
little man and much inferior in personal character to Guizot,
but we cannot help wondering how France would have fared
if that canny opportunist, with his genius for making the
1 Beaumont in Nassau Senior's Conversations, ii., p. 263.
3 See Tocqueville's terrible indictment of the mind of the 1830 bourgeoisie
at the beginning of his Souvenirs : " Moderde en toutcs choses excepte dans
le gout du bien-etre, mediocre . . . melee a IMlite du peuple ou de I'aristocralie
peut faire merveille, mais toute seule ne produira jamais qu'un gouverncment
sans vertu et sans grandeur. Mattresse de tout comme ne le sera jamais aucune
aristocratie, la classe moyenne devenue le gouvernement . . , se cantonna dans
son pouvoir et dans son 6gdisme."
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